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OptoKey installation instructions
We hate to read instructions too, but please read ours to avoid unnecessary work or damage to your Minimoog or OptoKey.
You'll likely never get one installed correctly if you don't refer to this manual at least once.
Attention: Some later era Minimoogs used a different type of keybed which may not be drop-in compatible with an OptoKey.
These keybeds have been observed in Minimoogs made in 1978 and later. There may be a date stamped to your keybed.
These actions may still be used, but may require modification. New holes may require drilling or custom sensor boards used.
If you find that you cannot install an OptoKey correctly, please contact us for help.
Most Minimoog keyboards should have no problem with an OptoKey installation.

This device is designed exclusively for installation into the Moog Minimoog model D only.
Installation into any other synthesizer is at your own risk.
Your keyboard must be in good condition before installation.
Your keyboard should be clean, have level keys and be smooth to play.
It should be quiet with no mechanical clacking noises.
We highly recommend first restoring a keyboard action before installing an OptoKey.
Restoration generally includes full disassembly, cleaning of all parts, new key bushings,
new lube, all keytop and bracket screws tightened, and full height, leveling and angle adjustments for each key.
While we cannot detail how to restore a keyboard, some tips below may save a tech from further problems:
Do not remove plastic keytops from metal keys unless necessary.
Closely inspect all springs and make certain tensions are correct.
Sharp keys have finer, lighter tension springs than natural keys.
Springs are usually color coded for tension.
Make sure each white lever has a fine rebound spring in place and is free from dust.
It is best to replace a key in the same position it originally resided.
Synthfool.com can provide replacement parts such as keys, springs, screws, nylon domes, white levers, felt kits, etc.
Write us at support@synthfool.com if your keyboard has missing or damaged parts.

Key Bushings
We do not suggest installation of an OptoKey in any Minimoog keyboard that still has original bushings.
Original bushings are usually white in color. Later made replacements are usually black.
An OptoKey may still function with good condition original bushings, but this is increasingly rare to find as time goes on.
Key clacking and uneven keys are common symptoms of a keyboard in need of new bushings.
Old, original key bushings can harden or crack into pieces.
Before installing an OptoKey system, we HIGHLY recommend replacing all of the original key bushings with new ones.

The photo above shows an original key bushing correctly oriented on a key-stop.
New replacement bushings will be black in color and should be oriented in the same way as the bushing shown above.
Instructions on how to replace bushings should be furnished by their suppliers.
Unfortunately, many do not supply instructions and often bushings are installed upside down.
Bushings installed upside down may affect an OptoKey's performance.
Refer to the photo above. It shows the correct orientation for bushings.
Bushings should always be installed with their V-shaped groove facing upward and the more Y-shaped groove facing downward.
It is imperative that the installer of new bushings or an OptoKey system be familiar with how to remove keys and key springs.
We cannot go into lengthy details, but below are some tips:
- Do not remove plastic keytops from metal keys.
- Remove only the springs located at the rear of each metal key.
- Observe that key springs are color coded for high and low tensions and must be put back on with respect to this color code.
- Any time a key is removed from a keybed, a small nylon dome may become dislodged. Be careful not to lose any nylon domes.
- Be very careful not to lose any of the small lever rebound springs located under each white L-shaped lever.
- If not experienced in working on your keyboard, use a digital camera and take notes.
- When removing key springs, they can fly off in any direction. Be careful. Wear eye protection.

Underside of Minimoog action (above) with new key bushings installed.
Key bushings are available from Archive Sound.
See: http://pw2.netcom.com/~arcsound/
Other dealers may also offer bushings and can often be located on Ebay or by searching the web.
Please note that when your keyboard was first originally made, the bushings were not lubricated from the factory.
Sellers of replacement bushings will often lubricate their bushings in order to make installation easier.
However lubrication can cause bushings to swell over time, rub against the underside of the metal key area or gather dust or hairs.
We recommend removing excessive lubricant on key bushings.

Main Installation Instructions
To avoid damage to the modulation section, we recommend removing it before removing or re-installing a keyboard action.
The modulation section can normally be taken out by removal of the two screws in the front, over the wood piece below.
Disconnect the 12 pin connector to remove entirely and safely store it until it is to be reinstalled.
Separate the 6 pin keyboard connectors inside.
These are also known as C-J or Cinch-Jones connectors.
These connectors are normally secured to the wood chassis using a wire tie wrapped around both halves and a nylon anchor.
Cut the wire tie securing these connectors and separate the 6 pin connector halves.
If badly corroded, you may need to use a screwdriver.
Do not pull on the wires!
The female keyboard connector on your Minimoog must be in good condition and not corroded.
White powder on or around the male pins usually indicates corrosion.
If necessary, replace your female 6 pins connector before installation of your OptoKey.
A corroded female CJ connector may cause an OptoKey to perform poorly or not at all.
Remove the original contact board by first removing all 44 rubberized key contact actuators from their white L-shaped levers.
Grip the end of the old contact pullers as shown in the photo below.
Gently pull each off their mating white lever.

Remove the old contact board by pulling it away from the keybed or by manual removal of each black rubber mounting standoff.
Often these rubber mounts are old and hardened and cannot be removed without breaking.
Installation of an OptoKey does not require any of these old parts, so don't be alarmed if any break.
Most old contact boards cannot be removed without breaking at least some of these rubber standoffs.

Sometimes Minimoog keyboards have brackets that may stand in the way of installation of an OptoKey or its sensor boards.
Not all Minimoog keyboard actions have these brackets, so ignore bracket removal if your action has none standing in your way and proceed below.
If any brackets do require removal, use a power drill to remove their rivets.
Do not remove the far left and right main rear support L-shaped brackets used for mounting the keyboard.
However, make sure their screws are tight before reinstalling your keyboard. You may need a 1/4" open-end hex wrench.
Lever inspection and cleaning
Inspect the white levers. They should be clean on the sides where the optical sensors bounce their light beams.
Sometimes they may be stained yellow or have mold marks or other deformities.
Clean as necessary or affix one of the (3) three supplied reflective stickers.
If your OptoKey was facfory installed by us, these reflective stickers may not be included.
Acetone, MEK and other strong solvents will melt this type of plastic.
However badly stained pieces can sometimes benefit from a quick swapping with one of these solvents.
Other cleaning methods may work too, including fine sandpaper, polishing, or solvents less strong such as alcohol.
If you are satisfied that the white levers are clean, proceed to mount the two sensor boards.

Sensor board mounting
Locate the row of 8 holes in the steel keybed, located towards the front of the keyboard action.
These holes will be used to mount the two optical sensor boards.
Remove all keys directly opposite these holes.
You may need to remove more than on key per hole to gain proper access and room to work with a screwdriver.
It is sometimes easier to remove a sharp (black) key if an adjacent or surrounding natural (white) key is removed first.

Facing the front of the keyboard, the sensor board labeled 1-22 will be placed on the left side.
The sensor board labeled 23-44 will be placed on the right side.
The black connectors should thus be located directly next to each, not widely apart.
See the photo below.

Using the screws, washers and lock-washers provided, loosely mount the two sensor boards as shown below.
(DO NOT TIGHTEN THE SCREWS COMPLETELY YET!)

While position the sensor boards and their brackets, you may observe counter-pressure from the white levers and their springs.
This is normal, especially after keys are removed.
Push back against white levers as necessary in order to install the sensor boards.
*** IMPORTANT!! ***
The holes in the keybed are of a larger diameter than the screws provided.
This small amount of extra room can be crucial to proper alignment of the sensor boards.
Unfortunately, there is no one correct placement that works for all keybeds.
Sometimes sensor boards should be tightened as close as possible to the white levers, while others will work when mounted farther away.
Ideally three conditions should be met and the following checks below should be made only with a key installed during checking.
1. A white lever should not hit the metal of the keybed when a key is depressed.
2. A white lever should not hit a sensor board when quickly released.
3. A white lever should not go past a sensor and cause a note to stop sounding when that key is pressed firmly down.
Patience during adjustment and mounting of the sensor boards is crucial to reliable operation.
Photo of installed OptoKey sensor boards

If any white levers hit or rub against their adjacent optical sensors, bend sensor leads to move any sensor(s) farther away.
Make sure all white L-shaped levers fully clear their nearby sensors when keys are depressed.
Important: Do not assume that the closer a sensor is to a white lever, the better it will work.
These are reflective sensors and may require them to be located a short distance away from a white lever.
Sensors will usually work best when located several millimeters away from the white levers.
Adjust the sensitivity trimmer as necessary.

ALWAYS MAKE SURE SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENTS ARE MADE IN VERY DIM LIGHT OR TOTAL DARKNESS!

Install the main Optokey board by inserting the gold pins firmly into the mating sockets on the sensor boards.
Make sure the gold pins are placed correctly in these sockets and not accidentally aligned incorrectly in any direction.
There are two large holes in the OptoKey main board provided for the two supplied nylon standoffs.
Press the main board firmly down upon the two nylon mounts so it rests flat.
This main board shouldn't move accidentally during usage or transport.
If concerned about it coming off accidentally, loop two small wire ties (not supplied) through the top loops of these standoffs.

If all is right with the keyboard, reinstall it back into your Mini enclosure.
Make sure to use the same wood spacers originally provided with your Mini.
Thin spacers locate under the L brackets towards the rear of the keyboard.
Thick spacers locate under the keybed lip towards the front of the instrument.
Plug the OptoKey six pin plug into the original socket previously used for the old keyboard.
Fasten down the cable using the provided wire ties.

Sensor alignment
You will very likely have to align several or all of the sensors.
This should be a one-time adjustment and sensors should not require constant realignment.
(Sensors that do require alignment often usually just need the sensitivity trimmer increased slightly.)
Sensor alignment is necessary due to varied wear in individual keyboards and hole location discrepancies on the keybed.
One wants a sensor that doesn't hit the white L-shaped "shutters", nor is too far away.
The sensors send out a beam and reflect it back to itself.
For this reason, angles and distances are very important.
We suggest aligning sensors in a VERY dimly lit room, having some patience and proceeding key by key until done.
You may have to experiment with the sensitivity trimmer to get a feel for what reasonable sensor distances are.
Usually alignment can be as easy as lightly bending a sensor with a finger.
However some sensors may need their leads bent by pliers.
Be certain the power is off before bending any sensor leads using metal pliers.
See the photo below.
Sensors bent to strange positions and angles like these are not uncommon.
On some actions, it will be necessary to bend sensor leads in order to clear a lever.

Play keys during alignment to make sure each key plays at the same key depths as others.
Make sure there is no double triggering or missed notes.
We recommend turning up the sensitivity a bit higher just before closing up your Minimoog.
This should assure no problem notes even if a sensor accidentally moves slightly.
LEDs naturally dim over the years and so the LEDS in the sensors may require a slight increase of the sensitivity trim later.
We prefer instead to set the sensitivity trimmer a little higher to over compensate for any changes in brightness or sensor positions.
It is much darker inside once the instrument's bottom cover has been replaced.
Double triggering is very rare. If it occurs, it can usually be solved with a small "finger realignment" of a sensor.
Other causes may be a side of a white lever is dirty, stained or uneven.
Too much sensitivity can also cause double triggering.
If a note simply will not cooperate, try using one of the supplied reflective stickers.

Key sensitivity adjustments
All adjustment of the sensitivity trimmer (R25) should be accomplished in very low lighting.
Make certain the room you are in has dim lighting or low indirect lighting before adjusting.
If possible, total darkness is recommended.

This sensitivity trimmer will adjust the sensitivity of all sensors simultaneously.

If the OptoKey LED is lit when no keys are depressed, the room may either not be dark enough or the sensitivity adjustment is turned too high.
With no keys pressed down, adjust the sensitivity trimmer until the LED just turns off.
Press each and every key to make sure the LED flashes.
If a key does not respond when pressed, bend the sensor away from the white lever if too close to it, or closer to the lever if too far away.
Make sure not short any of the 4 wire leads to the sensor when the Mini's power is applied.
Bending using your fingers is usually good enough, but pliers may be used.
DO NOT TOUCH THE SENSOR LENSES WITH FINGERS OR PLIERS. You may damage or contaminate them.
After some playing with the sensitivity adjustment and sensor positions, all keys should cause a note to be played and the Optokey LED to light.
Make sure all keys respond at roughly equal key depths.
If a key responds more quickly or slowly than others, try moving its optical sensor as needed.
Make sure that a firmly pressed down key does not go past a sensor and cause the LED to go out. Adjust sensor position if it does.

If you experience problems
If any white levers are stained, marked or deformed, you may be able to aid their reflectivity by adding one of the supplied stickers.
Normally these are not required and we suggest first exhausting sensor position(s) and sensitivity adjustment trimmer settings.
Make sure no keys make noises when pressed or released.
The white L-shaped levers should not hit the front of the keybed when a key is depressed.
They should also not hit a sensor board when a key is quickly released.
If you are certain you will never reinstall the original contact board that came with your Mini, you may snip off or file the ball shaped tips at the end of each white lever.
This will usually eliminate all possible key-hitting problems front or rear.
The Optokey does not require these ball-shaped portions of the white levers.
If your action makes noises because the white levers are hitting something, verify the list below.
1. Make sure the sensor boards are installed as far away from the front of the keyboard as described above.
2. Make sure the bushings are in good condition and installed correctly.
3. Make certain that the keystops (they hold the bushings) are not bent.
Normally if there are any problems concern the white L-shaped levers hitting either the keybed or the sensor boards, it is due to the following reasons:
1. Improper keystop height.
2. Incorrect bushing orientation.
3. Improper sensor board positioning. (tightening of the sensor board mounts to an incorrect position on the keybed.)
4. Main pivot rod that runs through all white L-shaped levers moved due to clamp positions.
If you decide to realign the pivot rod or clamps, make SURE you do not completely loosen all the clamp screws or all the small return springs will come loose!
Pivot rod and clamp positions are the most common problem experienced when one side of a keyboard plays fine and the other side exhibits lever hitting problems.
We recommend an experienced technician adjust pivot rods and clamps, but patience and good eyesight may usually result in success.
Felt strip
If you absolutely cannot adjust your keystops or the PCB alignments well enough or your keyboard action continues to make noises when pressed or released,
add the piece of self-stick adhesive backed felt provided with your OptoKey.
You may cut it up for use with individual keys or sections of keys as you require.
THE FELT STRIP IS NORMALLY NOT NECESSARY IF THE OPTOKEY SYSTEM IS CORRECTLY INSTALLED.

MIDI
The OptoKey provides basic "Just the notes" MIDI.
The only MIDI messages it sends or receives are note on / note off data for the actual 44 keys.
There is no "wrap around" or transposition of notes sent in from beyond this 44 note range.
The OptoKey will neither send nor receive bender, modulation, volume, aftertouch, velocity or any other parameter.
Incoming MIDI data is filtered to mono, low note priority, even if it subsists as multi-note chords.
The OptoKey will always choose the lowest note played, regardless of how many keys are pressed.
MIDI receive channel is 9.
MIDI send channel is 10.
The MIDI cable assembly plugs onto the 10 pin connector (labeled MIDI) located on the main board.
The other end of the cable (with the MIDI jacks) should be neatly dressed through the large wood hole located behind the modwheel assembly.
Add a strain relief and some cable slack internally to avoid this cable from becoming accidentally dislodged.
Please note that an OptoKey will produce a faint, short click sound when your Minimoog is turned on.

This is normal. The click signifies that the OptoKey has passed a self-check routine and is operating correctly.

Testing and Calibration
NOTE: Your OptoKey tuning and scaling trimmers were pre-calibrated when built. They should not require readjustment.

Test points: CV out and Ground on the main OptoKey circuit board.
1. Apply +10v power. Measure 65-80ma maximum of current. Note: if the -10v power supply parts are installed, and -10v external power is applied to the power pad, then the external -10v
will be used. No damage will occur, the internal -10v supply circuit will simply go idle and +10 volt current will decrease.
-10v power is normally not required and is not supplied on a Minimoog's keyboard connector.
There is normally no need to add -10v when used with a Minimoog.
2. On power up, the 1V/Oct output should be a 0.0 vdc or close to it. Test that all the optical sensors work by triggering each with a white object placed 1-3mm from the front of each sensor.
The LED should light while the object is in front of each sensor. Some optical sensors may be more sensitive than others.
Adjust the Sensor sensitivity control so all sensors are working. A
Ambient room light will affect sensor operation, so the sensors must be shielded from ambient room light.

1.
2.

Hit the highest C key and adjust the GAIN trimmer for exactly +3.583v... or....
Hit the highest F key and adjust the GAIN trimmer for exactly 3.000V volts.
Gain is also known as "scaling" or "tracking."

3.

Hit the lowest key (F) and adjust the OFFSET trimmer to exactly 0.000 volts or as close to zero as possible.
Offset is also known as "Range" or "Zero volts."

4.

Repeat steps 1 to 3 until the low F key reads 0.000 and the top C key is +3.583v (or the top F is +3.000v.)
The multi-turn trimmers are interactive. It can take several iterations to achieve the correct settings.
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